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The Half-Drowned King
Linnea Hartsuyker

Betrayed by his usurping stepfather during his return trip
to his ancestral lands, a young warrior resolves to exact
revenge and claim the woman he loves at the side of a
strong Norse fighter rumored to be a prophesied king.

The Readymade Thief
Augustus Rose

Reluctantly accepting refuge in a cooperative home
for homeless kids after taking the fall for a rich
friend, Lee discovers that the too-good-to-be-true
charity establishment is a front for a secret society of
fanatics that are behind the disappearances of street
teens.
The History of Bees
Maja Lunde

Three generations of beekeepers from the past, present
and future pursue respective dreams and endure painful
losses while connecting with nature against the backdrop
of an urgent global crisis. A first adult novel.

The Bedlam Stacks
Natasha Pulley

A tale of magical landscapes and impossible quests in 19thcentury Peru follows the experiences of a disabled former
East India Company smuggler who reluctantly accepts a
treacherous mission to fetch quinine from a tiny mission
colony on the edge of the Amazon. By the author of The
Watchmaker of Filigree Street.

Pieces of Happiness
Anne Ostby

Five longtime friends, now in their 60s, decide to
live together on a cocoa farm in Fiji, where, while
starting a chocolate business, they strengthen their
friendship and rediscover themselves.

Dark River Rising
Roger Johns

Struggling with a complicated personal life and a partner
out on medical leave, Baton Rouge police detective
Wallace Hartman investigates a gruesome murder at the
side of Federal Agent Mason Cunningham in an uneasy
partnership that ties the case to the disappearance of a
government lab scientist. A first novel.

Girl in Snow

Wicked Like a Wildfire

When a beloved high school student is found
murdered, a boy who loved her, a girl who envied
her and the officer investigating the case are
challenged to confront their darkest secrets in order
to find the truth. A first novel.

All the women in Iris and Malina’s family have the
unique magical ability or “gleam” to manipulate beauty,
but their mother insists they keep it a secret. But when
their mother is mysteriously attacked, the sisters will have
to unearth the truth behind the quiet lives their mother
has built for them.

Danya Kukafka

All Is Beauty Now
Sarah Feber

A debut novel set in 1960s Rio de Janeiro follows the
experiences of a family that relocates to Brazil a year
after the accidental death of an eldest daughter, a
tragedy that gives way to a father's bipolar extremes,
a long-suffering wife's consequential affair and the
growing awareness of their two surviving children.

The Lauras

Sara Taylor

A 13-year-old girl on the run with her mother from
her father revisits her mother's former foster care
homes to repay old debts and keep promises,
learning astonishing truths about her mother's
identity that reinforce their bond in extraordinary
ways.

Lan a Popovic

Reincarnation Blues
Michael Poore

A man who has been reincarnated nearly 10,000 times,
living lives in regions from ancient India and Renaissance
Italy to outer space and the modern world, searches for
the secret to immortality so that he can be with his
beloved, the incarnation of Death.

Class Mom

Laurie Gelman

Frowned upon by conservative fellow PTA members for
her past as a single parent, Jen reluctantly agrees to
become class mom during her youngest child's
kindergarten year, a role that is challenged by parent
drama, hypersensitive allergies and a former flame. A first
novel.

Are You Sleeping

The Misfortune of Marion Palm

Distancing herself from her brutally unhealthy family
to the point that she lies about her identity to her
partner, Josie is forced to confront the past and her
own choices when an investigative reporter's megahit podcast reopens Josie's father's murder case.

Embezzling a small fortune from her daughters' private
school to finance personal luxuries, Marion goes on the
lam when her activities are exposed by a school audit, in
a story also told from the points of view of her baffled
husband and heartsick daughters.

Kathleen Barber
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